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Abstract
Saturation caused by transmit antennas on compact communications and radar devices reduces
sensitivity of receive subsyste ms. In order to increase isolation between antennas, this study will
investigate current methods of reducing such coupling and propose new potential solutions through
electromagnetic simulation as well as building and testing hardware.

Project Importance
As communications technology shrinks further and further, one of the hard limits on receive sensitivity
is saturation from transmit antenna on the same de vice . Saturation due to antenna coupling decreases
the effective range of receive devices as well as restricts the potential output power of transmit
syste ms. This project will provide potential solutions to this issue , opening options for increasingly
compact and sensitive communications and radar systems.

Project Overview
Electromagnetic coupling occurs when an electromagnetic field created by charges traveling through
one medium creates electrical charge onto a separate me dium. In circuits, this often takes the form of a
high frequency signal in one wire or trace creating noise in an unrelated wire or trace. This kind of
unwanted coupling degrades the performance of circuit, corrupting information or preventing desired
signals altogether.
Compact planar antennas are especially susceptible to coupling. Not only do planar antennas often have
significant sidelobes that cause signal to bleed over undesirably into another antenna, but often these
planar antennas are built on the same printed circuit board, increasing the ease in which that coupling
occurs. In a communication device or a radar, this means that the transmit signal can overwhelm the
return signal that the receive antenna is looking for. Return signals are typically orders of magnitude
smaller than a transmit signal, which leads to the effect called saturation, where the receive system
cannot separate weak return signals from the transmit signal.
One of the most common ways to reduce coupling in circuits and antennas is to simply increase the
distance be twe e n offending and victimized signal paths. Unfortunately, as market desires continue to
push for smalle r and smaller devices, this strategy of increasing distance will become unusable, and the
problem of coupling must be solved in othe r ways. One existing technique to fix the problem is to use
higher quality compone nts. If the components create less noise , there is less noise to be coupled to
vulnerable traces. The downside of this is the higher cost of more e fficie nt, less noisy components, and
this can only be used in circuit board te chnologie s. However, higher quality components will not prevent
the signal from the transmit antenna to couple to the receive ante nna, and thus is ineffective when
looking at only Tx/Rx coupling.

